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On the temperature dependence of ballistic Coulomb drag in
nanowires
M. I. Muradov and V. L. Gurevich
A. F. Ioffe Institute of Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 Saint Petersburg, Russia
We have investigated within the theory of Fermi liquid dependence of Coulomb
drag current in a passive quantum wire on the applied voltage V across an active
wire and on the temperature T for any values of eV/kBT . We assume that the
bottoms of the 1D minibands in both wires almost coincide with the Fermi level.
We come to conclusions that 1) within a certain temperature interval the drag current
can be a descending function of the temperature T ; 2) the experimentally observed
temperature dependence T−0.77 of the drag current can be interpreted within the
framework of Fermi liquid theory; 3) at relatively high applied voltages the drag
current as a function of the applied voltage saturates; 4) the screening of the electron
potential by metallic gate electrodes can be of importance.
Coulomb drag predicted by Pogrebinskii1 (see also Price2) is a phenomenon directly asso-
ciated with Coulomb interaction of the electrons in a semiconductor. Perpetually advancing
progress in semiconductor lithography technique has provided extensive investigation of this
effect between 2D electron layers separated by hundreds or tens of angstroms and supported
interest to this field (see, e.g.3, where a number of papers dealing with the Coulomb drag
between two 2D layers is discussed).
Coulomb drag effect for two parallel quantum wires in the ballistic regime has been
investigated by Gurevich, Pevzner and Fenton in Ref. 4 for eV ≪ kBT . This case may be
called linear as the drag current is a linear function of the applied voltage V . The authors
of the present paper treated in Ref. 5 a nonlinear case where eV >∼ kBT . In both cases
the Fermi energy µ was assumed to be much larger than kBT . As is well known, under
this condition the transport phenomena are determined by a stripe of the width kBT near
the Fermi level. This means that the drag current Jdrag should have a maximum provided
the positions of these stripes in both quantum wires coincide. For identical wires (the
case treated in Refs.4,5) this requirement means coincidence of the bottoms of 1D bands of
transverse quantization. Under these conditions Jdrag goes up with temperature.
One encounters an entirely different situation provided the Fermi level is near the bottom
2of a 1D band. If this is the case for two bands in both wires all the electrons of these bands
can take part in the electron-electron collisions. The very effect of drag is strongly dependent
on the transferred (quasi)momentum ptr in the course of interwire Coulomb scattering of
electrons. The number of electrons involved goes down with ptr whereas the interaction
responsible for the drag goes up and its influence is predominant for Jdrag. Our purpose is
to investigate this situation. In other words, we assume that
|µn| <∼ kBT, µn ≡ µ− εn(0) (1)
where εn(0) is the position of the bottom of nth 1D band (a result of the transverse quanti-
zation) and µ is the chemical potential. In the discussion of the experimental situation we
will use the findings of Refs.6 and7 (see also the review paper8). As is seen in these works,
the drag voltage peaks occur just where the quantized conductance of the drive (active)
wire rises between the plateaus, i.e. the maximum of the drag effect occurs provided the 1D
bands of the two quantum wires are aligned (i. e. their bottoms coincide within the accuracy
of <∼ kBT ) and Fermi quasimomenta are small. First two peaks are well pronounced. First
of them corresponds to alignment of the two ground 1D bands in both wires. The second
one corresponds to alignment of the ground (first) 1D band of the passive (drag) wire and
the second 1D band of the drive wire.
It was found that the temperature dependence of the drag current can be described by
the law ∼ T−0.77 in the temperature interval from 60mK to 1 K. The authors of these papers
highlight this temperature dependence claiming that the power-law temperature dependence
of the drag resistance is a signature of the Luttinger liquid state. The authors of9 evidently
share the same opinion, claiming that for coupled Fermi liquid systems the drag resistance
always is an increasing function of temperature.
In this paper we will argue that the situation is not so simple, and the temperature
dependence observed on experiment can be explained within the Fermi liquid approach.
Experimentally found magnitudes of the drag resistance are of order of hundreds Ohms
or even smaller and one should provide a special explanation for the weakness of the inter-
wire electron-electron interaction. We believe that it is due to the screening of Coulomb
interaction by the gates. Such screening has not been taken into consideration so far. In
Ref. 5 the following equation has been derived for the drag current (see Eq. (13) in5)
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Here f(ε− µ) is the Fermi function and κ is the dielectric susceptibility.
The unscreened Coulomb interaction matrix element squared gnl(p + p
′) can be written
as [K0(d(p+ p
′)/h¯)]2 provided the widths of the wires are much smaller than the interwire
distance d. Here K0(s) is the MacDonald function. Using the random phase approximation
one can straightforwardly take into consideration the screening by the gates as well as by
the quantum wires themselves. The resulting equation being, however, too cumbersome, we
will take into account the screening only by the gates treating them as a single plane. As
for the contribution of 1D wires to the screening, we will neglect it. As a result, we get for
the screened Coulomb interaction
Us(ω, qx) =
∫
dq⊥
(2pi)2
Cn(q⊥)UqCl(−q⊥) +
+
∫
dq⊥
(2pi)2
Cn(q⊥)Uq
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dq′z
2pi
Cl(−qy,−q′z)Uqx,qy,q′z
ΠRω (qx, qy)
1− ΠRω (qx, qy)U(qx, qy)
(4)
where Cn(q⊥) = 〈n|eiq⊥r1⊥ |n〉 and Cl(q⊥) = 〈l|eiq⊥r2⊥ |l〉. Here |n〉 and |l〉 are the transverse
wave functions of the first and second quantum wires. Precisely,
|n〉 = φnp(r⊥), r⊥ ←→ y, z
are the wave function describing the transverse quantization. Uq = 4pie
2/κq2 is the Fourier
transform of the 3D Coulomb potential, U(qx, qy) =
∫
dqz Uq/2pi. Polarization operator
ΠR(ω, qx, qy) for a 2D layer can be found in Ref.
10. We assume that the gate electrodes are
made of a metal where the period of plasma vibration is much shorter than any characteristic
time of a semiconductor. Therefore we will deal only with a static as well as long wave limit
of this operator. In this limit it is reduced to the 2D electron density of states.
We assume that the gates are in the plane z = 0, two quantum wires parallel to the plane
(and oriented along the x-axis) are displaced by the same distance z0, the interwire distance
being d. For the electrons with coordinates x, 0, z0 and x
′, d, z0, belonging to two wires
Us(ω, x− x′) = e2
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4In the static case we arrive at a simple result
Us(x− x′) = e
2√
(x− x′)2 + d2
− e
2√
(x− x′)2 + d2 + (2z0)2
, (6)
the second term here describes the action of an ”image” (we assume that z0 is bigger than
the Bohr radius).
Therefore we get for the drag current instead of (2)
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where now
Q = 1
cosh [(p2 − p2n)/4mkBT ] cosh [(p2 − p2n +meV − 2mεnl)/4mkBT ]
× 1
cosh [(p′2 − p2n)/4mkBT ] cosh [(p′2 − p2n −meV − 2mεnl)/4mkBT ]
and
εnl = εn − εl.
Here we have defined the Fermi quasimomentum pn =
√
2m(µ− εn) while εn and εl are the
positions of 1D band bottoms. In what follows we will assume that
d≫ z0, (8)
i. e. the spacing d between the quantum wires is larger than their distance z0 to the gates.
Now
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The scale of variation of Q as a function of p and p′ is the thermal momentum
√
4mkBT .
At the same time (p + p′)K21 (d(p+ p
′)/h¯) is a rapidly decreasing function, the scale of its
variation is h¯/d. For
h¯/d ≪
√
4mkBT
one can take out of the integral all the slowly varying functions keeping as the integrand
only (p+ p′)K21 (d(p+ p
′)/h¯). For pn ≥ h¯/d in the case of 1D band alignment in two wires
εn ≈ εl
we can retain the contribution only of these 1D bands in the sum and get
Jdrag = J0
sinh [eV/2kBT ]
cosh2 [p2n/4mkBT ] cosh [(p
2
n −meV )/4mkBT ] cosh [(p2n +meV )/4mkBT ]
, (10)
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Here we have made use of the equation
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The temperature dependence in the considered region of temperatures as well as the
dependence on the applied voltage is given by Eq. (10). Within a comparatively big tem-
perature interval the drag is a descending function of temperature. At smaller temperatures
it reaches a maximum. At small applied voltages we have
Jdrag = J0
eV
2kBT
1
cosh4 [p2n/4mkBT ]
, (13)
a linear dependence on V , for bigger voltages the drag current saturates at
Jdrag = 2J0
1
cosh2 [p2n/4mkBT ]
. (14)
We wish to emphasize that the screening has nothing to do with the temperature dependence.
The small factor (z0/d)
4 indicates that the screening can be important as it can explain the
magnitude of the effect (without regard of the screening the theory would have given too
large values of the drag current).
Thus we have come to conclusion that the experimentally observed temperature depen-
dence can be understood within the Fermi liquid approach. The temperature dependence
is shown in Fig. 1 (for a linear case eV ≪ T on the left of the figure and for large applied
voltages eV ≫ T on the right) where Tn = p2n/2m. The thin lines correspond to T−0.77 law
and are given for the comparison. It is clearly seen that our curves can be also approximated
by the T−0.77 dependence, although the authors of Refs.6 and7 regard this dependence as
evidence of Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid behaviour of the quantum wires. Indeed, they ar-
gued that the increase of the drag with decreasing temperature in a characteristic power-law
fashion is in sharp contrast with the prediction of Fermi liquid theories and, therefore, may
serve as a signature of the TL behaviour.
The Fermi liquid result (see Fig. 1) can be visualized as follows. At very low tempera-
tures there is Fermi degeneracy and therefore the drag current as a function of temperature
goes up. At higher temperatures the degeneracy is lifted while the average electron energy
increases with temperature. This results in decrease of the drag current.
For large values of n and l one can be sure of applicability of the Fermi liquid approach.
In our opinion, it would be of great importance to investigate on experiment and theory
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FIG. 1: Temperature dependence of drag current. The thin lines, corresponding to the T−0.77
dependence are plotted for comparison.
physical conditions (including the reservoir influence), that would bring about transition
from the Fermi to Luttinger liquid behavior for small values of n and l. This problem seems
to be not simple since such an investigation should take into account the influence of number
of 1D bands in the quantum wire, the vicinity of reservoirs, the electron-phonon interaction,
and, of course, the role of temperature.
We would like to point out some outcomes of our theory. First, the interwire influence
can be of importance for the scaled down devices. According to our theory, to minimize
an undesired influence of this sort one should avoid the alignment of 1D bands. Second,
we note, that as the effect has a maximum as a function of the temperature, this fact also
provides some degree of freedom to change such influence. On the other hand, the effect
can be used as probe in spectral analysis of nanostructures since it is very sensitive to the
alignment of 1D bands. And last, the effect can be important for direct investigation of
Coulomb scattering in nanostructures.
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